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VIDEO
Managment
An advanced video player includes a crosschannel synchronization mechanism from various
systems as well.
 Smart video recovery system for fast and intuitive
viewing of recorded files
 Downloading recording in a simple and fast way
 Snapshot button
 Setting up a new system in an easy and friendly
way
 Smart bandwidth prevention mechanism for
opening a number channels in parallel
 Direct management and control of PTZ cameras
(including presets)
 Alerts window matrix
 Two-way audio / announcement capability
through recording system
 VMD window matrix (motion detection)
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OVERVIEW
SOFTWARE
CAPABILITIES
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 Logical control through the software or
through the LPR controller
 Connecting a variety of hacking systems.  The graphic display on the map
 Connection to a wired decoder
Guardian Mobile Application
 Full control of hubs including zone
neutralization, entry and exit delay, fault  Determine a patrol route for the Genesis
 Get a full indicator on the system status
guard,
including
sites,
guards,
map, including a full indicator in the
geographical location
system tree
 Generate QR code for scanning by the
 Display system status at all times
app upon arrival at the site being tested.
 Activate an event if the alarm system is  GIS map in the app, including the patrol
disabled beyond a predefined time
mark on the map and instructions for the
 The graphic display on the map
guard
 Distress button
 Phone call option and call center
message
LPR system:

Burglary/Intrusion Systems:

 Complete management of vehicles,
including checkpoint control, individual
permission level for each visitor
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Rules Mechanism:

Access Control:

Flexible system for creating rules; for terms
and automated operations in different
scenarios

 Full control of controllers without the
need
for
third-party
software
(depending on system type)
 User list management, login control
system tags
 Direct management of authorization
level and schedule

 Establish a separate schedule for each
event
 Announcement for each event/device
separately
 A snapshot system which enables
snapshot at the event, and even before
the event (by default)
 Email server for sending emails at various
events, including a snapshot
 Receiving an incident on a suspicious
door (without the need for detectors) by
using the "break-in" hub detector

 Map indicator graphic on door status:
open, closed, alarm, Communication
failure
 Unlock emergency automatic doors
 IP Intercom management and control including image bouncing
 Pop up an image on the system including
video, snapshot image, and visitor /
licensed image entry
 Bouncing a camera in a video window
 The graphic display on the map
during a third-party event includes
control of the presetting.
 Automatically pop-up a video including
playback for diagnostic and investigation
of the event
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Permissions system:
 Establish a flexible and straightforward
hierarchy
 The separation between an appliance
user and an admiring user
 Schedule management and individual
permission level
 System tree compilation, map, and
incoming events
 Accessory level compilation

Maps:

 Synchronization
of
event
handling
positions
 Prioritize different events.
 Creating a proactive/generic event to
handle exceptional cases
 Sending automatic mailing in predefined
scenarios.
 Quick video investigation
 Relevant map pop-up
 Building a simulation or initiating event
including running all related rules the
same event/component in the software for testing the response of the hotline on
the site.

 Indicates the status of the systems by
unique
icons:
alarm,
detour,
communication disconnect, battery Report Server:
fault and more
 WEB Report Server
 Full operation and control of the various  Creating different sections by times, event
hubs
type, free text and more
 Option to get "First entry report -Last exit"
of employees for payroll system
 No need for individual installation;
connect with the appropriate permission
from any computer in the organization

General:
 Automatically pop-up map
 Linking sites to fast switch between the
maps
 Quick indication of site status by marking
the link on the map characterized by
color to the relevant event
 Map printing
 Fast camera opening

 Cyber-networking and real-time discovery
of cyber hacking
 Ability to work on distributed servers
including WatchDog mechanism
 Special mechanism for communication
management in low-bandwidth networks
 Transfer device / detector to Pause-Active
/ Not Active mode

Events management:
 Event management and event handling
processes
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